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Methodology

•Literature review

•Five case studies

•Online survey





Harmful traditional practices in the 
context of faith: A literature review

• Mapping of literature available on HTPs in the context of faith

• Guide the empirical study

• Limited - Not a scoping study



Contested concept

• Traditional cultural practices reflect values and beliefs held by 
members of a community for periods often spanning generations. Every 
social grouping in the world has specific traditional cultural practices 
and beliefs, some of which are beneficial to all members, while others 
are harmful to a specific group, such as women. (OCHR 1995)

• Persistent practices and behaviours that are grounded on 
discrimination on the basis of sex, gender, age and other grounds as 
well as multiple and/or intersecting forms of discrimination that often 
involve violence and cause physical and/or psychological harm or 
suffering. (CEDAW 2014)

• HTP – HCP - HP



Methods
UN prevalence data

Search engines, snowballing

(1) FGM/C

(2) Child and Early Marriage (CEM)

(3) Son Preference 

(4) Honour-Related Violence (HRV)

Religion, religious, religious leaders, faith, faith leaders, Christianity, Hinduism, 
Islam, Buddhism

Annotated Bibliography



FGM/C in the context of faith

• FGM/C assumed to be faith related, but hard to determine

• Faith arguments used to legitimize FGM/C

• Faith leaders are key - influential in (correcting) this
• Muslim leaders
• Christian leaders

• Interventions



CEM in the context of faith

• No clear relation between CEM and faith

• Faith arguments supporting CEM emerged as response to
colonialism/ Christian missions

• Muslim contexts: relationship between faith and culture

• Interventions focussed on community leaders



Son preference

• Discussed mainly in relation to culture

• Few (ethical) studies on Judaism, Christianity and Islam



Honour Related Violence

• Honour Related Violence discussed as part of patriarchy and
gender inequality

• Literature focussed on Islam

• Interpretations that condemn and legitimize HRV

• Centre of Islamic and Middle Eastern Law (CEWLA) engages faith
leaders



“Culture and religion have to be placed alongside gender, age, race and 
class as the key factors in this analytical web which in turn shapes a 
person’s positioning, identity and experiences in relation to HCPs”

Longman & Bradley 2015



Key findings



Terminology

•Creates resistance in communities

•Enforces simplistic vilification of culture and religion

•Enforces colonialist discourse

•Hides gendered nature of practices and violence

•Certain biases around religion



The role of faith, faith communities and faith 
leaders in HTPs

•Religion as a contributing factor to HTPs, but not the causal one.

•Simplistic understanding of religion & culture (?)

•faith leaders consider silence as the safer or easier option

•to engage with faith communities, one has to work through faith leaders



Effective approaches when working with faith 
leaders

•Public health approach - many faith leaders lack the basic sexual and reproductive health 
knowledge relevant to certain HTPs

•scriptural/ theological approach

•Addressing HTPs holistically

•Engaging with faith leaders in a constructive and positive way

•Engage with all levels of the faith hierarchy



In practice - how to intervene

•Small discussion groups
•Formal or informal

•skilled facilitation

•Be safe spaces, 

•sensitive to power dynamics between participants, 

•Volunteer to take part

•sensitive language; patience

•a primary goal of building trust.



Partnering faith 

•Engagement with faith leaders as part of broader, community-based approaches
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